The DeGive Dulcimer Story
Daniel J Betsill, luthier

This picture and the following narrative describe the first iteration of the instrument

While taking part earlier this year with my firm, Jones Pierce Architects, in the
renovation of an old Ansley Park home, my attention was drawn to the fine pine
framing which was scheduled for demolition. It was dense “old growth” wood
with considerably straight grain. The prospect of making an instrument from it
immediately came to me and I salvaged the most promising pieces.
What resulted is a piece that brought to light the history of the house and in an
interesting way, is a form of preservation. The entire instrument is made from a
single 8 foot long, 2x4 stud which was divided up to result in minimal wastage.
The story of the house is told through the marks left on the wood, showing
decades of renovations and modernization. Thoughtless hammer-blows pepper
the back. A single conduit hole, inflicted decades after the house was first
built, shows up repeatedly as soundholes and through the headstock: The
grain twisting around the spiral bit as it ate through the wood. Plaster lath
tacks leave their mark across the fingerboard. The holes left by nails are
present throughout, showing the distortion of the grain and the stain of rust.
The frets themselves are made from hammered-out electrical staples.

I named this project after the DeGive family, the first family to inhabit the
house, from 1911 to the end of the 1950's. I chose to make a lap dulcimer out
of it because, besides being a simple instrument that is more likely to be
successful made entirely out of pine, it is an Appalachian instrument that at
the time period the house was built was just coming to the consciousness of the
urban public. As I built, and as the renovation of the house was taking place, I
learned of the previous owners of the house and their importance in Atlanta
history. Beyond the simple act of reuse, I found the project taught me a great
deal about the different ways we can preserve, and how to learn from the past.
My future instruments will benefit.
Daniel J Betsill
2009

Completed images of the first iteration

Some images of the process: from Studs to Dulcimer. See more details on my website at
http://betsillworkshop.com/DeGive Dulcimer

The raw material, showing plaster lath marks. In several places there is writing in pencil in a florid
script which likely is of the original builder. Many nails and tacks had to be removed.

The piece with the most quartersawn cut is selected, planed and sliced into the side wood.

Here one of the sides of the instrument is planed and trued on its edges. It includes a 3/4" conduit
hole and holes made by nails and insects.

After the frets are in place the fretboard could be glued to the top. The old plaster lath nail holes
make an interesting background pattern.

One of the sides is bent. The sides of this instrument are thicker than usual to counter the
structural liabilities of the various defects. Usually my dulcimer sides are 2mm thick, these are
twice that thickness.

The top is attached and the edges are being trimmed. A hallmark detail of the earliest dulcimers is
the presence of 'overlapping edges' as opposed to flush edges that are used on most modern
instruments. This detail is reminiscent of the fiddle, which was probably the most familiar 'store
bought' instrument to the rural makers.

Excerpts from the Architectural Historical Report of the house at 68 Peachtree Circle
[supporting documents omitted in this version]:

The house at 68 Peachtree Circle, Ansley Park, Atlanta, from "Georgia Homes and
Landmarks", published in 1929.

Association with the DeGive Family:
Through obtaining the Building Permit from 1911 [See attachment: 1911
Permit] we have determined the first owner to be Henry Leon DeGive, Sr, (b.
1868, d. Feb. 10, 1948) son of famous Atlantan, Laurent DeGive (d. Mar. 17,
1910), builder of the first Theater in Atlanta, The DeGive Grand Opera House,
which was renamed the Lowe’s Theater. Laurent is mentioned in the book
‘Atlanta and its Builders’ by Thomas H Martin. By viewing Atlanta Directories
and Permits related to the property between the years 1911-1962, we have
traced the ‘family lineage’ of the house, with the following highlights:
The builder of the house is listed on the permit as “T.G. & Paul Wesley”. We
were unable to find any information on the builder. The Permit also lists the
roof material as being slate, the ground plan having 12 rooms and the stories
being in height 12 and 11 respectively, with a basement. These dimensions
tally with the top of decking in each case.
1911 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map [See attachment: Sanborn Map, and NR15
Map] shows the property was deeper than existing and the house had an
ancillary Servant’s Quarters structure in the rear. The map does not indicate
an address (this was before an address for the property was established),
however the address is listed in the 1913 Directory as “60 Peachtree Circle”
[Atlanta renumbered it’s streets in 1926] We were unable to obtain the next
map issue dated 1922.

A rear property line dispute is documented in a book published by the Ansley
Park Civic Association in 1982. The entry [See attachment: Civic Association
Article] describes Henry DeGive Jr.’s efforts against encroaching developers to
preserve “the residential character of Peachtree Circle, and the example has
been helpful over the whole area of the Park.”
The 1958/59 Directory shows for the first year since construction, no DeGives
at 68 Peachtree Circle. The property is listed as ‘vacant’ for the following three
years.
A newspaper article from 1982 on the adjacent property mentions the DeGive
house, indicating the significance of the family, even at this late date and after
the long ownership of Mrs. Lee. [See attachment: Adjacent House Article]
Association with the Hunt Family
The house was owned by Frania Tye Lee (Hunt) by 1961, based on building
permits from that year [See attachment: Lee Permits 1-3]. She was married to
Haroldson Lafayette Hunt, Jr, founder of Hunt Oil, in1925 in bigamy, had four
children with Hunt and separated in 1942; The grantee on the house sale title
actually being listed as “Hue R. Lee”, which is Hugh Richard Hunt (aka Hugh
S.J. Hunt), Lee’s son in marriage to Hunt, who was adopted by Lee.
Mrs. Lee is listed as the owner of the property for the first time in the 1963 City
Directory. As Mrs Frania T Lee, living with a Lewis G Sherman, with a Jennings
M Hurtz occupying the “rear” (probably detached servant’s quarters)
Before owning 68 Peachtree Circle, Lee owned another prominent Atlanta home,
the Fischer Mansion, also known as “Flowerland Estate” at 4146 ChambleeDunwoody Road, and after years of using the property as a private residence
established D’Youville Academy for Girls there. The history of this is found in
the following excerpt from a website article posted by Pat Sabin:
“Frania Tye Lee was first married to Texas oil man, H. L. Hunt, in 1925. Nine
years and four children later, she discovered that he was already married with a
family. She received a settlement for herself and each of her children, with the
promise that she would never make any future claims on Mr. Hunt. Twelve
days later she married Hunt Oil Company employee and army colonel, John W.
Lee. They moved to Ft. Benning, Georgia, and then, right after World War II,
purchased Flowerland Estate.” [The house now known (again) as the Fischer
Mansion, built by the founder of Craford Long Hospital] “ And concerning the
family dispute: “Frania Tye Lee, the mother of H. L.’s third and still-secret
family, filed suit for a larger share of the estate. Her children filed a separate
suit to be recognized as the legitimate heirs of H. L. Hunt. Her suit went to trial
in Shreveport, Louisiana, Federal court in January 1978. After five days of
sensational testimony, the families settled with Mrs. Lee for $7,500,000. Before
the final papers could be signed, Mrs. Lee’s sons began objecting to the
agreement. The matter is unresolved to this day.”
“Mrs. Lee was a well known art patron in Atlanta. Her daughter Helen
Cartledge and son-in-law were among 101 Atlantans who died in the 1962
crash of the Air France near Paris. Mrs. Lee funded the construction of the

700-seat theater, now known as Center Stage Theater, in her daughter's
memory.”
“When her children were grown and Mrs. Lee was left alone, her
beautiful domain, once a source of strength and tranquility, became a burden.
For years she had dreamed of establishing a Catholic school for girls in the
community. In 1957 she sold the property to the Catholic Church for a
minimal sum. D’Youville Academy (named after Mary Margaret D’Youville who
founded the Canadian order of Grey Nuns) was established on the 48 acres and
supervised by the Order of Grey Nuns.”
The “T” on a shield of the oak fireplace surround is likely a monogram of Frania
Tye Lee. The most heart-rending detail I cam across concerns Frania's
daughter, who as a leading Atlanta thespian of the time was among those who
perished in the 'Orly Disaster' which deprived Atlanta of it's leading cultural
and philanthropic luminaries on 3 June 1962. The house was a center of social
activity in Atlanta during Farina's early ownership and she hosted the 'going
away party' in the house for those participating in the month-long cultural foray
to Europe in the week before departure. Her grandson was left orphaned in her
care and grew up in the house with his grandmother, who passed away in
2002.
Historic Registry
The house is included in the Ansley Park Historic District which was registered
as a state historic district in 1976. The GDNR record photo [See attachment:
GNDR Photo] from this time shows the house much as it is now.
The GDNR had no information specific to the property in their file other than
the photo.
The Ansley Park Civic Association printed a book on all of the properties in the
neighborhood in 1982. The one page entry has a photo of the house much as it
looks now and details a DeGive family battle with developers in the 1950’s
which put them in the position of defending encroachment into the
neighborhood. [See attachment: Civic Association Article]
Conclusion to the Architectural historical report
In the time allotted, I was unable to find any photo or description of the house
prior to the ‘tudor treatment’, or indeed even to discover definitively if this was
the original treatment. However I found no evidence of a previous cladding
material at the second level when the stucco and battens were pulled off. The
Aeck drawings show the treatment as existing but the drawings are undated.
Aeck’s practice was just being established in the late 40’s, close to the time of
Henry Leon DeGive’s death, although ”Henry L DeGive Residence” is on the
drawings. The drawings could have been drawn for his estate (his wife lived in
the house until the late 50’s). The conclusion being that these drawings were
made between 1948 and 1958.
The earliest photo obtained is an undated slide from the Emory University

Department of Archeology slide library which shows the original layout of the
tudor trim including the medallions above the window headline. [See
attachment: Emory photo] Interestingly, this photo shows the sleeping porch
uncovered, with the railing that was indicated by our field research. The
conclusion being that the ‘tudor’ was not added at the time the house was
converted into apartments, but added by the deGive family prior to 1958 and
that the porch was enclosed much later, but prior to 1976 (as shown in the
GDNR file photo)
The research has uncovered a rich history to the house and confirms its
importance in the Ansley Park neighborhood, and by association with the
DeGive and Hunt families, its significance to Atlanta history. One final
curiosity is our chance meeting with a Mr. Frank May, while researching at the
History Center who ‘went to school with Jim DeGive’ [pronounced duh-JIV] and
who offered to contact Mr. DeGive for possible family photos of the house, as
he was seeing him soon at high school reunion. Jim DeGive has since emailed
us to offer to “see what's available regarding old photos of the house”. This
contact is ongoing.
Additional information gathered during the house renovation process
February 25, 2009, During selective interior demolition fragments of blueprints
[See attachment: Blueprint fragment]for Hentz Adler & Schutze Architect’s
design for the Emily Winship Woodruff Maternity Center at Craford Long
Hospital, opened 1945, were found. We note that Craford Long was co-founded
by Dr. Luther C. Fischer for whom Schutze designed the house that Ms Tye-Lee
Hunt purchased from Dr Fischer before purchasing the deGive House. The
plans were found in the crawlspace under the sunroom, obviously a later
addition built to the rear of what we now know as an exterior porch on the
right-hand side of the main house. The structure in which the plans were
found is not represented on the Aeck drawings which we do not believe were
drawn before 1948, thus leaving a 3 year gap between the end of the usefulness
of the plans and their burial. Research into a possible connection between
Schutze and the deGive House, or as to why these plans would be found in a
portion of the house which was a later addition is ongoing.
March 4, 2009, During the demolition of the sleeping porch cladding a
magazine ad [See attachment: Magazine Ad]for the Red Cross, sponsored by
Wamsutta, was found glued to the outside substrate for the tudor cladding.
This was obviously placed here – but why unknown – when the sleeping porch
was covered over. The ad has a statement from Surgeon General Thomas
Parran who was in office from 1936 to 1948 and refers to the war effort.
Conclusion is the sleeping porch was not covered over before 1942, but we
already knew this since the Aeck drawings show the sleeping porch open as asbuilt conditions prior to his work and he was not in business before 1948.
Since the ad could have been placed there at any time after 1941, this is really
not conclusive as to the latest the porch could have been covered over. We still
do not know if covering the porch was part of Aeck’s work or a later remodeler.
March 26, 2009, We have been contacted by Howell Jones of 90 Westminster
Drive who is a long-time Atlanta resident and had books from around the1930’s
(two are dated) that mention the house. The two having information on the

house: “Georgia Homes and Notable Georgians”, undated, but we have found a
copy published by M.M. and A.H. Howard in 1941 and “Georgia Homes and
Landmarks”, from 1929 which has the same image as the Emory Slide library
photo we found, along with two other images, showing the “Ivy walk to front
entrance and garden, DeGive Home” and an image of the RH side kidneyshaped fountain, the remains of which are still present. We note that the
perspective of this photo is taken from the area of the present semi-circular
room and proves that this was a later addition. The copy fronting the images is:
“Atlanta is a city of beautiful homes, and one of the loveliest is that of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry L. de Give. The house is set well back from the street, beautifully
framed by luxurious oak trees. The architecture of the house is of English
origin, using red tapestry brick, a light plaster, and deep brown wood to provide
a contrast in color. The brick walls and terraces are picturesquely covered with
English Ivy. Ivy is also the theme for a delightfully shady garden on the north
side of the house. In this garden the ivy is supplemented by many shrubs,
among which are rhododendrons, mountain laurel, and boxwood. The ivy
garden is completely enclosed by an artistic wrought iron fence with lace-like,
hand wrought iron gates. Beyond this is the rose garden which abounds with
many varieties of beautiful roses.
The de Give family has been outstanding in Atlanta since the days of the Civil
War, and has contributed widely to the building and advancement of the city.
The patriarch of the family, Laurent de Give, was sent by King Leopold of
Belgium to this country before the Civil War to establish trade relations between
the southern states and Belgium. He served as Counsel for fifty years and was
decorated four times by his monarch. Mr. de Give never relinquished his
Belgium citizenship. At his death in 1910, his son Henry was appointed
Consul, and has held this position since that time.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry L de Give have a daughter and four sons: Mrs. Marshall J.
Wellborn, Henry, Laurent, Paul, and Louis. Henry and Paul now reside in New
York City.” [See attachment: Georgia Homes and Landmarks photos and
copy]
End

